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During the descent, the pilot made a Mayday call advising that .... This is the inside of a wet wing fuel tank, with the fuel-sending unit in the center. You can see ... 
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hree things are required to create power within an internal combustion engine: Fuel, air, and an ignition source. Remove any one of these three ingredients and the engine will cease to function. Reading National Transportation Safety Board reports it’s easy to see the most common of these to go missing is fuel. It’s easy to dismiss these accidents as simple pilot error, pushing the limits of the aircraft’s range, miscalculating fuel on board, or failing to sump the tanks before a flight. However, a deeper look into the accident reports shows other factors play a role as well, including fuel system maintenance. Pilots don’t spend much time thinking about the health of their aircraft’s fuel system until failures occur. In the best cases, this happens on the ground when they notice a puddle of avgas on the ground or telltale blue staining under the wings. But, far too often, fuel system failures occur in flight, when little can be done to remedy the problem. Consider the accident that occurred in Australia involving a light twin aircraft on a night flight. During the descent, the pilot made a Mayday call advising that both engines had failed. The pilot attempted to glide to the airport but did not make it, impacting inhospitable terrain less than 5 miles from the airport. Investigators determined that both engines had run out of fuel. One of the fuel caps had failed to seal due to interference from a clip on the cap-securing chain. Fuel was sucked out of the tank, and the bottom of the fuel tank bladder was raised, causing a false fuel level indication. 98
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Other notable accidents include those due to plugged tank vents, valve failures, and leaking fuel lines. The bottom line is that proper fuel system inspection and maintenance are critical to ensuring the airworthiness of the aircraft. And, there’s no reason to wait for the annual inspection to ensure that your fuel system is up to snuff.



Fuel System Maintenance – Step by Step



Fuel Caps Since fuel systems are fairly linear, we can start our review at the fuel cap(s) and work our way to the engine cylinders. Fuel tank caps seem benign enough, but as you can see in the above example, even a fuel cap failure can have



The only time you have too much fuel on board is when you have a fire, and poor maintenance of fuel lines raises the risk of in-flight fire immensely.



catastrophic consequences. Depending on the aircraft, the fuel cap may be either a sealed type or one with a built-in vent. “Umbrella” style fuel caps are the simplest design, with no moving parts and a simple flat gasket where the cap meets the filler neck. Because of the shape of the metal cap, it is rare for water to find its way past the seal and into the tank. Flush caps, on the other hand, are notorious for sealing issues and water leaks. In fact,



issues with some flush caps have been significant enough to warrant converting to the umbrella cap design. For some time now, the Cessna Pilots Association has been advising owners of bladderequipped 182s to switch over to either the Cessna umbrella cap (SK-182-85 available from Cessna) or the Monarch Development cap (available from Hartwig Aircraft Fuel Cell Repair). It’s very important that you periodically inspect the following: • Proper condition of the fuel cap seals, gaskets, and O-rings (check for both deterioration and the use of the correct P/N seals). • Smooth sealing surfaces, free of significant nicks and marks. • Proper condition of the fuel cap locking mechanism, including bayonets, locking tabs and lugs (any components worn beyond limits must be replaced). • Proper adjustment of the fuel cap locking mechanism to make sure the fuel cap sits tight in closed/locked position and seals properly. • “Scupper drains” of recessed fuel filler compartments are open and drain lines allow water to drain by gravity.



Fuel Vents Properly functioning fuel vents are extremely important. If a fuel vent is plugged or a vent valve is not functioning, the aircraft’s fuel pumps will draw a vacuum on the tank. This can cause the tank to collapse and, ultimately, prevent the pump from drawing fuel to the engine. If the aircraft has a “wet wing” tank design, the collapsing tank may also do structural damage to the wing. Tanks are designed to contain fuel, not a vacuum. The most common reason for fuel vent failure is a blockage caused by insects. Bugs such as mud daubers love to build homes in vent lines. Some owners keep pipe cleaners (attached to “remove before flight” flags) in their vents to prevent this problem.



Fuel Tanks There are three common fuel tank designs on general aviation aircraft: “wet wing” or “integral” tanks, solid tanks, and bladder tanks. Each design has its advantages and disadvantages. However, wet wings and bladders seem to be the most challenging to work on. Piper Cherokee aircraft are excellent examples of solid tank designs. They are easy to remove and can be repaired as an independent unit. Wet wing designs use the existing wing structure to form the boundaries of the tank. The “inside” and “outside” ribs forming the tank are solid, without lightening holes. The wing skin and front (or rear) spar complete the tank. However, while composite structures are easy to seal, riveted structures cannot contain fluids without some help. So, fuel-resistant tank sealant is applied over all joints and rivets, forming a completely sealed tank. Wet wing designs are great at reducing aircraft weight. However, there is a price to pay for this savings: tank maintenance. Fuel tank sealant doesn’t last forever. As an example, look under the wings of enough Mooney aircraft and you’re bound to see residue of 100LL blue. Eventually, every tank needs to be scraped and resealed. If you enjoy working on your back, with your arm blindly scraping hardened sealant through a small access panel, I have a job for you! Bladder tanks have other failure modes, commonly around the fittings



for the quick drains, vents, and fuel lines. They can be either overhauled or replaced with new, and both are expensive propositions. An added issue with bladder tanks is the possibility of the tank to wrinkle, reducing the capacity of the tank and forming ridges that can trap water away from the quick drains. It’s very important to install bladders properly. If you have access to a flexible scope, it’s not a bad idea to take a look inside the tanks when they’re empty to see if the bladders are properly attached to the inside of the wings and that all surfaces are smooth. Although bladders are a little better to maintain than wet wing tanks, maintenance typically entails the removal and replacement of the bladder. It takes an experienced hand and a lot of patience to properly remove and reinstall a bladder.



Fuel Level Senders Most original fuel level senders are mechanical designs, using a float and a variable resistor to transmit the fuel level. These are fairly crude designs and can be subject to sticking or float failure. If you are beginning to see fine black residue or cork pieces in the fuel pump filter downstream, it may be the result of the support wire wearing through the float. When replacing a failed unit, there are few options because many are now out of production. If you’re in the market, Air Parts of Lock Haven, Pennsylvania, is a good source for overhauls of out-ofproduction units. EAA Sport Aviation
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This is the inside of a wet wing fuel tank, with the fuel-sending unit in the center. You can see where the tank sealant is applied to all joints that form the tank section in the wing structure.



Quick Drains Quick drains are (generally) easy to replace. However, few aircraft owners seem to replace them with any regularity. This is too bad, since the O-rings on these drains do not last forever and they tend to fail at the worst possible times. I can remember checking drains before a flight. One drain opened fine but refused to close. With fuel streaming from the wing, I yelled to someone close for a bucket. We watched the bucket fill as we searched for a replacement drain. I was fortunate to find one within 15 minutes. However, getting showered in 100LL while replacing the drain on a full tank isn’t my fondest maintenance memory.



Fuel Lines and Valves The fuel plumbing system on most 100
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aircraft is largely hidden from view during normal operations. Aluminum hard lines snake their way in from the wings and through the cabin to the point where they pass through the firewall. The annual inspection, when the interior is removed and all access panels are opened up, is generally the only opportunity to inspect the entire system. This is why it’s so important to look closely for areas of chafing and corrosion: the top two reasons that fuel lines can rupture. Contact with dissimilar metals or places where the lines rub up against the aircraft structure are guaranteed future failure points. Wherever possible, repair or replace insulation materials designed-in by the manufacturer. Over time, these anti-chafe measures are the first thing to go, and many maintenance per-



sonnel do not replace them properly. This is especially true for lines running behind the panel to the primer and fuel pressure gauges. All too often, these lines are used as hard points for wire routing with disastrous results. The only time you have too much fuel on board is when you have a fire, and poor maintenance of these lines raises the risk of in-flight fire immensely. Fuel valves require regular disassembly, cleaning, and lubrication. If you feel the valve becoming more difficult to turn, take the time to address the issue and get things running smoothly sooner, rather than later. Lastly, if the aircraft is equipped with a gascolator, it should be treated the same as a quick drain, with regular maintenance and seal replacement.



Fuel Pumps High-wing aircraft use gravity as the backup fuel pressure source to the mechanical engine pump, but lowwing designs require an additional boost pump. Be sure to conduct regular inspections of the boost pump filter to detect excessive wear materials before the pump fails. The only real difference between the “aircraft quality” facet fuel pumps and the “automotive quality” one is the testing done at the end of the production and parts manufacturer approval process. They don’t last any longer, and you should plan on proactive replacement at some point. Mechanical fuel pumps generally use a diaphragm design and have an overflow tube that can be used to detect failures of the rubber diaphragm. If you see fuel dripping from the tube, replace the pump before further flight.



Priming Systems Priming systems require regular maintenance at both ends of the system. If you have a manual primer pump, you know that it gets stiff over time. The fix is simple: Unscrew the collar and pull the plunger out of the pump (use a rag to collect the excess fuel or drain the tanks as necessary), clean the plunger, install new O-rings, and lube the O-rings with a special fuel-resistant lubricant (usually the same lube used for the fuel valves). At the other end of the system, primer nozzles get clogged easily but can be kept in good condition by regular removal and cleaning with Hoppe’s Gun Cleaner Solvent.



collected at the bottom. This is especially true if you use auto fuel, which has a much shorter shelf life. With thorough inspections and regular maintenance, you may never experience an in-flight fuel system failure. Keeping the tanks full, on the other hand, is up to you on each preflight. Fuel may seem expensive when you’re at the pump, but it always seems



cheaper when you’re airborne without enough on board! Jeff Simon is president of Approach Aviation, a provider of educational products, tools, and supplies for aircraft owners. To learn more about aircraft ownership and maintenance, visit www.ApproachAviation.com or call 877-564-4457.
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Carburetors and Fuel-Injection Systems The final part of the fuel system is the carburetor or fuel-injection system, depending on the engine design. Maintaining carburetors and injection systems is a complex subject. But, suffice it to say, it’s critical to ensure that all screens and injectors are cleaned on a regular basis. If your engine has a carburetor, it’s imperative that you also drain the carburetor bowl to eliminate contaminants and water that may have EAA Sport Aviation
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